ARCHITECTURAL SPECIFICATIONS
OUTLINE L3000
The amplifier shall be a four-channel model with a switch mode power-supply with power factor correction and bridgeable switch mode class D output circuit topology. The amplifier shall operate in a wide range of mains voltage: from 90 V up to 264 V and the rated power supply voltage shall be 100-240 V ± 10%, 50 Hz - 60 Hz. The AC mains connection shall be provided by means of a Powercon connector. 
The amplifier shall be cooled by continuously variable speed fans: air flow shall be from front to rear. 
The unit shall offer 4 different internal routing configurations in 4 memory slots: 
#1 with 4 output channels, each 750 W at 4 ohm;
#2 with 2 output channels in bridge mode delivering up to 1500 W per channel at 8 ohm;
#3 with 3 output channels (2 x 750 W at 4 ohm, 1 x 1500 W at 8 ohm);
#4 with 4 output channels, each 750 W at 4 ohm.
The amplifier shall implement an internal precision DSP platform embedding a complete digital audio signal management system that provides delay, polarity, input equalizer with 5 parametric filters, output equalizer with parametric IIR filters, crossover, limiters in order to prevent serious damage to the loudspeakers. 
The processing architecture shall encompass the following stages: input processing, aimed to optimize levels and shape the sound of the input signals; output processing, featuring crossover, IIR filters, limiters and delay, aimed at fine tuning the output signals and optimize the power delivered to the loudspeaker.
Front panel controls shall include: 
   •	button to change presets;
USB socket to control the amplifier with the dedicated software;  
an Input gain knob going from –∞ to +6 dB;
Analog input connectors for each channel shall be a Neutrik© Combo with pin 2 positive (hot), pin 3 negative (cold), pin 1 ground; 
The front panel shall contain two LED bars, one with four LEDs indicating the selected presets, and one with three different LEDs: one ‘status LED’, one for the signal presence/limiters and one for the Clip and temperature. The status LED bar shall light on with different colors according to the channel status: channel ready, limiters engaged, signal presence, clipping etc.
The rear panel shall contain these features: 
6 output connectors that shall be Neutrik© Speakon© NL4MD (mates with NL4FC or NL4) (positive on 1+ negative on 1-, the channels B, D and F shall be also available respectively on the channels A, C and E via pin 2+/2-); 
The power connector shall be a Powercon connector.
The unit shall implement built-in networking capability providing full remote management of multiple devices through dedicated software running on an external PC.
Each channel shall meet the following performance criteria: 750 W maximum output power per channel at 4 ohm, 1500 W maximum output power at 8 ohm bridged; 78 Vpeak maximum unclipped output voltage, 156 Vpeak output voltage bridged, 30 Apeak maximum output current; noise < 80 dB A-Weighted at 4 ohm, damping factor > 500 @ 1 kHz, crosstalk separation > 80 dB @ 1 kHz, THD+N (from 1 W to Full Power) < 0.08% (typical < 0.05%), DIM (from 0.1 W to 1/2 Power) < 0.2% (typical < 0.05%), 4500 ohm balanced input impedance, 11 dBu input sensitivity. 
The amplifier chassis shall be made of baltic birch plywood. The dimensions of the amplifier shall allow the mounting of two units side by side on EIA standard RS-310 rack with appropriate hardware; the amplifier shall be 87.5 mm (3.5 in) tall and 320 mm (12.6 in) deep. The amplifier’s weight shall not exceed 3.4 kg (7.5 lb). 

